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When General Motors initiated the re-
design of the Chevy Silverado 1500
full-size pickup truck several years ago,
an important aspect of the project was
to incorporate features to reduce the
time, cost and complexity during the
collision repair process.

“When we design trucks, we don’t
only consider what features our con-
sumers demand from a full size-truck,”
said Mark Szlachta, Advanced Serv-
ice Design Engineer for General Mo-
tors. “We also approach the process

with our technician hat on, ensuring we
engineer a truck that is straightforward
and cost-effective to repair.”

When Autobody News asked
Szlachta the various requirements that
went in to redesigning the truck, he said

that one of his primary goals as a serv-
ice engineer was to look at the project
from a body repair perspective.

“I’m looking at the vehicle from
the perspective not how it’s going to
look when it’s done, or how it’s going to
be built, but how it will fare in the event
of a crash. How we are going to take it
apart, how we’re going to put it together
and try to make sure that at the very
least we don’t lose any serviceability,”
said Szlachta, who has a background in
collision repair. “In fact, our job is to al-
ways improve serviceability.”

Szlachta said a full-size pickup

truck is typically re-engineered every
five to seven years. “The reason why
we change is because technology
changes,” he said. These new technolo-
gies help make the truck quieter,
stronger, lighter and more fuel efficient.

Tom Wilkinson, communications
manager for Chevy Trucks, said, “The
other thing that continually evolves are
safety standards and crash testing, such
as new roof crush standards and new
offset front impact standards. We have

to do a lot of re-engineering to make
sure that you’re doing well in those
tests.”

The new Silverado is constructed
using significant amounts of high-
strength steel, particularly in the frame
and cab structure. He said this makes
the truck stronger and more rigid for
improved safety, ride and vibration con-
trol, and helps reduce mass for im-
proved fuel economy.

When Autobody News asked

Wilkinson if there were any plans to
change the Silverado’s body compo-
nents to aluminum during this mid-
cycle update, he said there are no plans
to do so. “We already use aluminum
hoods on full-size and mid-size trucks,”

said Wilkinson.
“Given the ongoing wave of

new, refreshed and redesigned
vehicles being introduced each
year, it’s more important than
ever that automakers focus on
design for affordable repara-
bility,” said John Van Al-
styne, President and CEO of
I-CAR, the Inter-Industry
Conference on Auto Collision
Repair. “Understanding and

adapting to the issues and opportunities
associated with advanced materials and
technologies is not only a key consid-
eration in the early stages of the design
and engineering process, but the impact
on repair must also be considered up-
front to ensure complete, safe and qual-
ity, and affordable repairs throughout a
vehicle’s total lifecycle.”

The 2015 Silverado is currently
being sold by Chevrolet. For more in-
formation, visit Chevrolet.com
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Hall Mazda
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888-420-4255
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New GM Silverado Engineered for Better Serviceability During Collision Repair

The 2015 Chevrolet Silverado truck

Engineers incorporated several features into the new Chevrolet Silverado’s body structure in
order to help reduce the time, complexity, and cost involved with body repair

kits come with a combination of basic
first aid and some safety tools includ-
ing the award winning resqme tool
available in all styles. The kits are de-
signed for drivers, parents, hikers, etc.
around the globe to be prepared for
most any emergency situation. Each
kit has a unique combination of tools
to allow for a wide variety of protec-

tion and preparedness.
defendme™ Personal Alarm: This

self-defense tool allows the user to
sound a 120db siren when threatened
by anyone and can be carried easily on
a keychain, backpack, etc.

If you’re interested in purchasing
resqme devices with your shop’s
name on them, you can find out more
about this amazing life-saving device,
go to: www.resqme.com. If you can
help to save just one person’s life with
this device, why not?
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